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ABSTRACT
This thesis explores senior adult theatre recorded interviews, several text book, internet, and
published articles that report on findings conducted by educational scholars regarding senior
adults in theatre 60 and older. Subsequent background research reflects on multigenerational
accomplishments within historical American Theatre and The American Theatre Association
discoveries regarding senior adult theatre. Further inquiries include reflections on The American
Theatre Association of Senior Adult Theatre, Liz Lerman’s Dance Exchange of Maryland, Ohio
State University Senior Adult Theatre programs, University of North Carolina Center for
Creative Retirement, Montgomery County Maryland Senior Theatre program, University of
Oregon, Art Age, the history of the University of Nevada Las Vegas College of Fine Arts Senior
Adult Theatre programs, and the Stanford University intergenerational engagement study.
Multicultural research and key issues embedded within the larger cultural portrait of the senior
adult theatre community lead to comprehension of the intergenerational model curriculum and
instructional programs inherent in the StageBridge storytelling process. Lastly, the thesis is an
appeal to reinstate the Senior Adult Theatre Bachelor program that was once offered at UNLV.
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PREFACE
INTRODUCTION
There is a need for Senior Theatre programs for the aged, and here is the reason why.
Built upon the foundation of the American theatrical performing arts, the primary focus of my
MA thesis is that UNLV can return to the forefront of academic theatrical excellence by once
again offering senior adult theatre programs using the work of Dr. Ann McDonough and the
StageBridge Company, Oakland, California format as models for the development of
intergenerational educational curriculum and instruction. We need to create programs that
provide easy access of the aged to the young.
In addition to texts, library journals, and internet sources, the thesis research is based on
academic interviews from the University of North Carolina, Ohio State University, University of
Oregon, University of Nevada Las Vegas, Sacramento State University, University of California,
Berkeley, and Stanford University. Subsequent research leads to the model curriculum and
instructional programs of Dr. Stuart Kandell, StageBridge, Oakland, California. Additionally, the
pioneering work of Dr. Ann McDonough’s UNLV theatre curriculum program connects the
Millennials in the development of intergenerational theatrical storytelling. McDonough also
incorporated senior adult theatre classes into part of her Gerontology program. These offerings
have created contemporary interdisciplinary input into new K-12 and Higher Education
curriculum components as well. They have advanced many of the Senior Theatre educational
programs for adults over 50 years of age while opening the doors of communication between
young and old populations world-wide.
“ In 1790, when actor-manager Lewis Hallam, Jr. turned 50,
half of the nation's population was under 16 years old. By 1990,
1

when August Wilson won the Pulitzer Prize for drama with The
Piano Lesson the average American was 33. 1990 demographers
figured that in another 50 years, the median age of the U.S.'s
approximately 350 million people would range between 40
and 50.” (Britannica-Web).
.
According to the CDC, “a generation can be understood as a cohort of individuals born
during the same period of time that share a set of formative life experiences (e.g., economic and
political movements, historical events) that shape attitudes, beliefs, and values.” (CDC-Web).
Those born between 1946 and 1964, beginning with the end of WWll, ushered in the Baby
Boomer population. By the year 2000 CE the Baby Boomers generation began becoming senior
adults.
At the beginning of the 21st Century New Millennium generation, university theatre
departments, along with primary practitioners, began to increase their involvement and
accommodate the abilities of citizens over 50 years of age. “Many senior adults retire looking for
something other to do. A number of them have never acted before, others have performed when
they were young and want to do it again. Some have acted all their lives and know the joy of
performing.” (Aging Well Magazine). The Wikipedia article makes a point that Senior Adult
Theatre is a form of dramaturgy designed specifically for older adults, where senior adults are
actively involved. Senior adults have time to explore the theatre. Vorenberg states, “there are
many different types of Senior Adult Theatre including acting classes, live theatre, play reading,
improvisation, storytelling, readers theatre, one-act plays, variety shows, musical theatre, and
plays from life stories of participants. Many seniors take classes in all elements of theatre in
colleges, universities, and in the community.” (En.wikipedia Web). Senior adult theatre becomes
intergenerational by including actors of all ages on the stage or in the audience. According to
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Vorenberg, in 1999 there were 79 senior adult companies in the United States. Progressively, as
of 2016, there were over 800 senior adult theatre groups with many of them developing around
the world. (Aging Well Magazine-web).
According to Dr. Stuart Kandall, The art of creating a story, telling the story, and acting
out the story develops students’ literacy, public speaking ability, and confidence in engaging
audiences through classroom and theatrical presentations. (StageBridge-web). While according
to Vorenberg, senior adult theatre explores how participants continue to bridge intergenerational
communication gaps through the art of storytelling and theatre programs. (ATA). During the
1990s, Dr. McDonough indicated that “this (senior adult theatre) could be a genre which is one
of today's fastest-growing trends: Senior Adult Theatre.” (Amburst- Backstage-print).
The efficacy of intergenerational storytelling in theatre arts impacted the creation of
Senior Adult Theatre programs. In Oregon, Vorenberg’s Art Age Publications created a Senior
Theatre Resource Center for older actors with plays, books, and resources. Meanwhile, in the
Bay Area, Kandell’s StageBridge Theatre Company expanded senior adult theatre outreach
programs to ensure that everyone has access to educational opportunities. Kandell’s creative
aging program is “the nation’s oldest and most renowned theatre company of older adults.
StageBridge offers professionally taught classes for adults over 50 in its Performing Arts
Institute, as well as storytelling programs in Bay Area public schools. Additionally, through their
Seniors Reaching Out events, the company brings high-quality entertainment and hands-on
classes to community venues that serve both active and frail elders.” (StageBridge/GuidestarWeb). The company’s mission at StageBridge is to enrich the lives of older adults and their
communities through the performing arts. StageBridge accomplishes this with award-winning
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Creative Aging programs that offer opportunities for lifelong learning and participation in the
performing arts. StageBridge’s unique position as a theatre company for older adults
demonstrates in action the many ways in which elders enrich our culture and our
communities.” (StageBridge-Web).
StageBridge is the winner of the 2019 Masonic Homes of California's John A. Charland
Innovation Luminary Award, 2013 MetLife Foundation Creative Aging Award, and the 2009
American Society on Aging MetLife MindAlert Award. The company’s work has been featured
on ABC-TV, CNN, National Public Radio, in The Wall Street Journal, The Huffington Post,
Modern Maturity, Oakland Magazine, Storytelling Magazine, and at national and regional
conferences. StageBridge’s award-winning programs have been presented in Hollywood and
Santa Cruz, California. (Beyond Blue.org-Web).
Vintage Improv is yet another means to create intergenerational communication. “Vintage
Improv” is a term coined by Manting and refers to Improv performed by people who are at least
50 years old. Manting says that in improv theater, it is often difficult for vintage improvisers to
compete for opportunities to perform. Improv theater casts are largely made up of improvisers in
their 20’s and 30’s. Vintage improvisers often experience the phenomena of invisibility. Since it
is difficult for older people to be accepted in younger-oriented theaters, one way of overcoming
the access problem is for older improvisers to form “over 50” troupes and then create their
opportunities to perform. (Aging Well Magazine-Web).


In 2018, in conjunction with Improv Boston, the world’s first Vintage Improv Festival

was produced in Boston. The intellectual property of Manting, the Festival manifested as a tag
onto the end of the Boston Improv Festival. It drew over 50 experienced solo vintage improvisers
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and existing Troupes from the Midwest to the East Coast. Due to broad interest, the world’s
second Vintage Improv Festival expanded to 3 days in September 2019. It was successfully
produced by Vintage Improv Festival Inc, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation with a mission to
provide festival performance opportunities for the underserved senior age demographic while
they also provided the health benefits of laughter for the broader community. Special focus was
on senior citizens and children. The 2019 festival drew from an even wider geographic range
than in 2018 including all regions of the US, Canada, and Europe, (Curtain Call-Senior Theater’s
Dramatic Growth, Aging Well Magazine-Web). In 2020, according to the CDC, seniors are
healthier, retiring with more socio-economic stability than prior generations, and are still active
and alert. (wikipedia-web).
Francine Toder, Ph.D. in a Huffpost article Senior Improv? A Burgeoning Art Form,
stated: “I sat in on a StageBridge theatre improv class that shattered a bunch of age biases
lurking in my unconscious. The teacher/director Stuart Kandell, Ph.D. invited three of the class
members to come forward and produce a scene spontaneously, using subject matter created
randomly. The StageBridge Senior Theater performs at schools and other community-based
events near San Francisco. They simultaneously produced a humorous comedy skit that ended in
up with them singing in three-part harmony. Stuart pointed out that what makes senior improv
theatre so much fun is that ‘like any ensemble art form, there’s a reason to get up in the morning,
even when you’re not feeling well, people depend on you and there are no understudies. It makes
you feel important and needed, critical to feeling good as we shed the earlier responsibilities in
life.’” (StageBridge-Web).
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CHAPTER 1
THE SENIOR ADULT THEATRE MOVEMENT IN THEATRE HISTORY
In the year 1613 AD/CE William Shakespeare wrote and published his last play titled
Henry VIII (It's All True) about an aging King of England. Many of The Bard's character's
stories, throughout his entire historical anthology, are about elder citizens, mostly aristocrats. For
example, the ultimate tragedy of King Lear, the histories of King Henry 1V, Henry V, Henry Vl,
Richard III, the story of the old wizard control freak in The Tempest. Throughout the history of
theatre, playwrights included characters who represented the aging population within their
culture and society.
According to Stephens in a NYU Article, “Television, too, had a powerful impact on
social and economic patterns. Developed in the 1930s, it was not widely marketed until after the
war. In 1946 the country had fewer than 6,000 television sets. Three years later consumers were
buying 250,000 sets a month, and by 1960 three-quarters of all families owned at least one set. In
the middle of the decade, the average family watched television four to five hours a day. Popular
shows for children included Howdy Doody Time and The Mickey Mouse Club; older viewers
preferred situation comedies like I Love Lucy and Father Knows Best. Americans of all ages
became exposed to increasingly sophisticated advertisements for products said to be necessary
for the good life.” (NYU-data.mongabay-Web). Before television sets entered into every home
families used to gather after supper and listen to tales as told by mom and dad, grandma, and
grandpa. Children listened and learned as the old folks told tales about the lives they lived when
they were young. They read aloud from books to entertain one another, made up stories to scare
one another, and listened to radio programs together. On weekends some went to local theaters to
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enjoy the magic performance of a live play or variety show. In the late 1940s and early 1950s
families began to change their focus from radio comedy and drama to a small electronic
television screen in their living room. Commercial television stations began to broadcast in every
major city. Television began to "babysit" the little "Boomers." The power of sight and sound
broadcast advertising guided consumer habits and enabled advertisers to create impulse buying
with lingering and lasting effects more powerful than any preceding media outside of the film.
The size of theatrical audiences in theaters began to diminish while theatrical audiences of live
theatre on television began to grow. The number of television sets in use rose from 6,000 in 1946
to some 12 million by 1951. No new invention entered American homes faster than black and
white television sets; by 1955 half of all U.S. homes had one. (Stephens, NYU-Web). These were
abrupt changes in the delivery of storytelling media that challenged the growth of theatre. (Web).
Larger governmental and therefore societal changes that happened post-war enabled
generations of retirees to seek ways to become personally involved in entertainment and further
education. According to the U.S. Department of State, the production of war supplies gave rise to
a huge military-industrial complex that did not disappear with the end of WWII. Europe and the
United States maintained substantial fighting capacity due to the Iron Curtain’s descent upon
Europe. The Marshall Plan sent economic aid to war-ravaged European countries which helped
maintain markets for American goods. The Employment Act of 1946 was created to “promote
maximum employment, production, and purchasing power.” The U.S. restructured international
monetary agreements and created the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank. Global
Business entered a period of consolidation as firms merged to create huge conglomerates thus
shifting the American workforce. The number of services providing workers grew to surpass the
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number of workers who produced goods. The growing demand for single-family homes and
widespread ownership of cars along with air conditioning led many Americans to migrate from
the cities to the suburbs. (Moffatt, Dept of State). Growing numbers of retirees from the Silent
Generation and the Baby Boomers expanded further the need for community theatre and
entertainment education. (Thoughtco-Web).
What stories does your generation tell? What do the big works have to do with the little
works? A wealth of wisdom for intergenerational storytelling is revealed in the stories that
history tells. The older Seniors alive today lived through the "Roaring Twenties, Jazz Age," The
Stock Market Crash of 29, the Great Depression, and WWII. The establishment of a Speech
Department at the University of Minnesota was considered a bold step. In 1924 there was only
one class in Play Production there. According to an RSS Blog Article, "in 1927 alone, over 250
shows debuted on Broadway, and over 50 of them were musicals. ‘Broadway was the 'popular'
entertainment and without movies, television, or radio the review and variety show provided
popular music. The songs played on a parlor piano in someone's home were from a stage
show.’" (UMM THEA 335-Web).
According to UMM, The Silent Generation (1925-1945) was full of great stories. Two
years before the financial "Crash of '29" the largest single change to hit the professional
Broadway stage happened when Ziegfield agreed to produce Jerome Kern and Oscar
Hammerstein II's "integrated musical" Showboat, based on the popular novel by Edna Ferber.
"For the first time, music was used to move the plot forward and develop character. The play
contained songs that remain popular in the musical repertory today, including "Bill," "Can't Help
Loving That Man," and "Old Man River." For the first time, audiences saw "real life" issues
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played out on the stage for them. Kern and Hammerstein did not shy away from the tensions. The
acts of miscegenation and illegality of interracial marriage along with political racial tensions at
the time brought the issue to the forefront." (UMM THEA 335, Spring).
As the '20s concluded, two events in close succession put a stop to the unchecked growth
of the Broadway show and turned the American entertainment industry on its head. The first of
these events was the premier in 1927 of the first "talkie," film. Al Jolson's The Jazz Singer
changed the way audiences could experience music and entertainment without going to the
theatre. The second event struck in October 1929, when the stock market crash on "Black
Friday" plummeted the entire country into what would become the Great Depression. (UMM
THEA 335, Spring).
The era of the Great Depression marked a sharp decline in the number of productions on
the Broadway stage. As opposed to 280 new plays appearing on Broadway in 1927-28, only 80
appeared in 1939-40. (Wilson 372). During this time, the Group Theatre was created by a
passionate dream of three young idealists, Harold Clurman, Cheryl Crawford, and Lee Strasberg.
Playwrights, actors, and directors, including Elia Kazan, Clifford Odets, and William Saroyan
transformed the American Theatre by focusing on an ensemble approach to acting. Lee Strasberg
introduced "the method," or "method acting" based on the innovative techniques of the Russian
master Constantin Stanislavsky. When the curtain came down on their first production, "The
House of Connelly," one performance signaled a shift in American theatre. The Group Theatre
had succeeded. (Broadway's Dreamers-PBS).
According to Harold Clurman in Robert Lewis’ Slings and Arrows, many of the Group
Theatre's senior members went on to become leading acting teachers and directors, passing on to
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subsequent generations the spirit and principles that motivated them. Stella Adler, Lee Strasberg,
Sanford Meisner, and Robert Lewis counted among their students, actors, directors, and
playwrights: Marlon Brando. James Dean, Paul Newman, Meryl Streep, Gregory Peck, and
David Mamet. The Actors Studio seniors continue to use the traditional techniques of the Group
Theatre in today’s Twenty-First century contemporary theatre productions. ( Broadways
Dreamers, PBS).
Children born between 1945 and 1964, After World War II, lived at a time when
American theatre flourished with the likes of masterful playwrights Arthur Miller and Tennessee
Williams. The seeds of great memories for senior adults of the near future were planted by those
great dreamers. Storytellers of the 1960s & 1970s experimented with cultural taboos of nudity
and drug culture references as in Hair. Meanwhile, Neil Simon was the only living playwright to
have a New York theatre named in his honor. During those years playlists saw the growth of
African-American drama with masterful writers such as James Baldwin, Lorraine Hansberry,
George C. Wolfe, Charles Fuller, Suzan-Lori Parks, and August Wilson. While Europe was
beginning to deal with German Nazi war fever, 1940 became a pivotal year for AfricanAmerican theatre. Frederick O'Neal, an American actor, theatre producer, and eventual television
director, along with Abram Hill founded ANT, the American Negro Theatre, the most renowned
African-American theatre group of the 1940s. (SF State-Web). The passing of the Civil Rights
legislation of the '60s ushered in an era of dramatic theatre with authors such as Sam Shepard
and Lanford Wilson. Women’s stories comprised of the works of important women dramatists
include Beth Henley, Marsha Norman, Wendy Wasserstein, Megan Terry, and Paula Vogel.
Additionally, Latino Theatre Baby Boomer reflections are comprised of the works of Luis Valdez
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who is considered to be the father of Chicano theatre in the United States. He is best known for
his creation of El Teatro Campesino with Caesar Chavez. Valdez became the first Chicano
director to have a play presented on Broadway in 1979. Other Latinos include Nilo Cruz, Jose
Rivera, and Miguel Pinero. The gay rights movement and the AIDS crisis led to the success of
many gay and lesbian dramatists. Among them, Christopher Durang, Terrence McNally, Tony
Kushner, and Jonathan Larson. (SF State-Web).
While the great works of the Twentieth Century theatre artists filled Broadway Theatre
houses, Off-Broadway, and Off-Off-Broadway. Great playwrights of the era created a plethora of
works from which educational and community theatre could draw upon to expand the art of local
theatre. Thus giving legs to Dr. Mc Donough’s earlier prophecy that “this could be a genre of
one of theatre’s fastest-growing trends.” Toward the end of the 20th Century, senior adult theatre
began to take roots and gain traction throughout academia.
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CHAPTER 2
ATA - THE AMERICAN THEATRE ARTS ASSOCIATION
In 1973 the ATA, The American Theatre Association, began to acknowledge a new genre
of theatre which they called Senior Adult Theatre. ATA first addressed the subject of Senior
Adult Theatre when Vera Mowery Roberts, then Association President, asked Paul Kozelka to
chair the Association's first Committee on Theatre for Retirees: SAT (Senior Adult Theatre).
After committee meetings, SAT achieved the status of an Association Program; in 1977, the
Senior Theatre genre was born. (ATA Handbook).
In 1978, the Kennedy Center's Alliance for Arts Education commissioned members of
the American Theatre Association to conduct a wide-ranging survey of senior adult theatre
activities around the country. The ATA issued the survey report, Older Americans On Stage, in
1979. The resulting Handbook initiated a thrust to inform theatre people of what is positive and
needful in theatre for seniors. (IBID).
Dr. Ann McDonough, in a forward to Seasoned Theatre, a book by Martha Haarbauer,
wrote: "When I was searching for a doctoral thesis topic in 1979, my advisor, Dr. Kenneth L.
Graham at the University of Minnesota, suggested that I write about 'this new thing called senior
adult theatre...theatre that expresses the aging experience.' " McDonough stated that "Dr.
Graham went on to exclaim that senior adult theatre would be the next major movement in the
story and practice of the art of the theatre." In 1990, the University of Nevada, Las Vegas started
a Senior Adult Theatre program. Recognizing the need to develop theatrical and academic
venues, the UNLV College of Fine Arts created a curriculum for seniors with college credits. In
2009 there was a BA in Senior Theatre offered, and Nevada allowed Senior Citizens to take
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classes for free as an incentive. Until 2011, The UNLV Department of Theatre, Senior Adult
Theatre Program, offered specialized classes in acting, oral history, directing, costuming,
lighting, and technical theatre along with the many other theatre-outreach programs.
Additionally, the UNLV Osher Lifelong Learning Institute (OLLI at UNLV) provided
stimulating programs for seasoned adults who were interested in joining a spirited community of
intellectual contemporaries." (UNLV Community2Campus Division of Educational Outreach).
Senior Theatre USA is an organization that produces and promotes theatre festivals for
seniors in the United States. The first Senior Theatre USA Festival was hosted by the University
of Nevada, Las Vegas in 1993, marking the first mobilization of senior adult theatre on a national
level. In May of 1993, Jill Marie Jensen, with the guidance of Dr. Jeffrey Koep, UNLV Theatre
Department Chair, produced an event for which she received her UNLV MA Degree in Theatre
Arts. Senior Theatre USA was held January 10-14, 1993 at Jackie Gaughan's Plaza in downtown
Las Vegas, and the Judy Bayley Theatre on the campus of the University of Nevada, Las Vegas.
At that festival, June Lockhart, an American actress best known for her role as Timmy’s mother
in the classic TV show Lassie, received the Senior Theatre Dynamic Living Award. The
2010-2012 UNLV Undergraduate Catalog offered a Bachelor of Arts Senior Adult Theatre Major.
One of the techniques taught in senior adult theatre is a “process of developing and
creating an oral history theatre review to acquire and save memories and stories.” (senior theatreWeb). Fledgling senior playwrights are guided through a step-by-step process to select themes
from their life stories from which to write and edit stories, pitch their ideas, workshop them, and
ultimately perform them or see them performed upon the stage. McDonough created a practical
guide, The Theatre of Memories: Creating Oral History Revues, which is now used by many
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academic and community groups. McDonough developed the nationally recognized Senior
Theatre program at UNLV, wherein she chaired and hosted the first three International Senior
Theatre Festivals. McDonough has published nine books on senior adult theatre, several of
which focus on using memories to create theatre." (Art Age-Web).
Emerson stated in an essay, “I cannot hear a word you are saying because your actions
speak so loudly of who you are.” Actions speak louder than words and many stories about the
past are acted out upon the boards and screens, large and small, by senior adult theatre in the here
and now. Senior adult theatre practitioners bring wisdom to the stage through the passion and
experience of their life stories. Simultaneously younger players explore their artistic space with
boundless energy. These cultural exchanges create an intergenerational dance choreographed by
life where old and young mingle together in classrooms while they collaborate to gain new
knowledge.
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CHAPTER 3
THE LIZ LERMAN DANCE EXCHANGE
It takes passion to make dance a way of life, but for seniors, the elements of yoga,
stretching and movement collaboration through a variety of dance styles help to tell stories and
interpret them through body language no matter what generation or language you speak. Senior
dance theatre provides a wealth of artistic stimulation, practical projects, and cultural enrichment
throughout the entire multigenerational extended community.
In my 2013 interview with LLDE Board Member Shula Strassfeld, she stated that
examining dance is important because it not only involves movement it also involves music.
When is the last time you saw a musical that did not include dance? Senior adults need to keep
their bodies moving for good health. There are stories throughout history, since before the time
of Dionysius, that express social attitudes through masks and dance that affect people's lives
now, then, and forever. Music, theatre, movement, yoga, stretching, body wellness, creative
expression, and drama are combined in a curriculum developed by Liz Lerman, written about in
her book Hiking the Horizontal, published by Wesleyan Press. According to the National
Endowment for the Arts in Art and Aging, Liz Lerman Dance Exchange, Tacoma Park Maryland,
brings the power of dance and storytelling to a broad spectrum of individuals. The company is
composed of ten dancers whose ages span six decades. These dancers perform, rehearse, teach,
plan residencies, choreograph, assist in fundraising and administrative activities, act as
spokespeople for the organization, and serve on the board of directors. LLDE's current theatre
programs for older adults include dance classes at a senior center and nursing homes, community
performance events, studio dance incentives for older adults, and training for dancers, healthcare
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professionals, teachers, gerontology students, and others in the theatrical art of making dance in
community settings. (Art and Aging-Web). LLDE works with the University of Maryland, and
Montclair University, New Jersey, as co-commissioners on several works they have done there.
They have also done a lot of work at Wesleyan University, Connecticut, using genetic speech
therapy as part of the curriculum, and they also teach courses within the Environmental Ecology
Department at Wesleyan. They recently did some work with Sonoma State (California State
University, Sonoma), and the University of Alberta Theatre Department.
Strassfeld stated that understanding the title of Liz Lerman's, Hiking The Horizontal, is
an important concept in the work that they do. Strassfeld explained, "It's hard to understand
without visuals, but if you put one hand up and one hand down, the hand that is up is sort of the
hierarchal. That is the way that most people look at the relationship between the work our
company does in theaters (professional theaters with professional dancers, lighting, and the
whole thing). On the one hand, that's how it's taught, and on the other hand, what we do in
communities is not very important. People switch it around so that the work you do in the
community is significant and fantastic and the work you do on stage, well, that's for friends and
family, for those who want to dance in performance, but it doesn't have the impact." This is the
way that LLDE includes both the theatrical audience and theatre community in their programs to
get seniors up and moving. "So what Liz does is to take the whole hierarchal structure and turn it
so that it is horizontal and so that the work in the community and the work on major stages is all
part of the same continuum. That's kind of the theory behind the way we have always worked."
Funding for the LLDE theatrical dance programs comes from grants, donations, and earned
income.
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When asked the question: When Baby Boomers began to become more highly educated
what effect did higher education have on your Senior Theatre dance programs? Strassfeld
said: I've always thought of the dance company itself as some of the smartest people I know, and
that we do a lot of research as we create our work, and it was interesting to suppose that it may
also be because the audience is more educated and knowledgeable now and want to know what
consists in the making of the work that we do.
In answer to the question: Were there any physical limitations working with seniors?
Did they require special understanding or equipment? Were personality conflicts pronounced?
Strassfeld stated that "Personality conflicts, were not limitations, well you know, I have always
said you are in charge of your own body and we always encourage people to make variations. We
don't come in and teach that, we develop a material with whoever we are working with. So if you
can't jump six feet in the air then that's not going to be part of your movement or vocabulary. We
do work with disabled in wheelchairs within our performances." According to Strassfeld, The
Liz Lerman Dance Company has recently heard of someone who described dance performance
for the blind. As a result, they are investigating to determine how to incorporate something like
dancing with the blind in their repertoire. (Interview, 2013).
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CHAPTER 4
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY SENIOR ADULT THEATRE
According to the Ohio State University in 2005, Dr. Joy H. Reilly and Dr. Alan Woods
created Theatre and Aging seminars at the Ohio State Department of Theatre, to help meet the
need of increasing demands for new recreational and educational programs as America's baby
boomer generation began to approach retirement. The seminars provided both practical hands-on
experience, as well as explored critical, historical, and textual curriculum about senior adult
theatre. The nation's first graduate courses in theatre and aging in North America were offered at
Ohio State University's Department of Theatre. The continuing courses were also a part of the
core curriculum for Ohio State's Certificate in Gerontology. The seminars were developed in
consultation with the Committee for the Interdisciplinary Graduate Specialization in Aging.
(OSU Senior Theatre Blog).
In my 2013 interview Dr. Reilly stated that students earned a certificate in Aging at Ohio
State while also earning the Master of Arts or Ph.D. in Theatre. Reilly's work in Senior Theatre
began in the early 1980s with the development of Grandparents Living Theatre in Columbus,
Ohio. Subsequent collaborations with OSU's Departments of Theatre, and Geriatrics and
Gerontology were offered. A culminating International Senior Theatre Festival and Conference
were hosted by the OSU Department of Theatre in 2002. Reilly's outreach programs also
included her creation of experimental Live Art readings by a collaborative performance group,
Howling at the Moon. She said that she teaches a course, The Practice of Theatre Aging, wherein
the students focus on learning a variety of practical methods for working with seniors. Her
students work with older guest actors to employ chronicle memories, as well as conducting oral
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histories and turning them into original theatrical presentations. Students learn how to teach a
group life review classes, how to create and present Readers Theatre programs by and for the
elderly, and have the opportunity to write and engage in Live Performances of Lifewriting, as
pioneered by Howling at the Moon. (Interview, 2013).
According to Dr. Alan Woods, Senior theatre performances by and for those over 55
years old, is the most rapidly growing sector of recreational and vocational theatre in North
America and Europe. The Ohio State University Theatre Department catalog of 2007, states that
Senior Theatre ranges from amateur and therapeutic groups in retirement centers, recreational
centers, and churches, to interdisciplinary companies, community theatre, college and university
theatre, and fully professional performance groups. Consequently, there is a growing demand for
trained specialists in the field of senior adult theatre. Woods is the Director of the Jerome
Lawrence and Robert Lee Theatre Research Institute at OSU and launched a highly successful
senior theatre playwriting contest named for the late Eileen Heckart in 2003. Woods now teaches
a seminar entitled Crones, Curmudgeons, and Living Treasures--Theatre and Aging. His class
explores the history of the emerging international Senior Theatre Movement from its beginnings
in the post World War II era to the present. The class also includes the application of studies in
gerontology to the developing theory of Senior Theatre, and the growing literature of dramatic
texts created for senior theatre from oral history, life narratives, and traditionally scripted drama.
(Senior theatre league.org-Web). Information about OSU graduate programs is available on the
web at the Ohio State Department of Theatre home page. (IBID).
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CHAPTER 5
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA NCCR
According to Catherine Frank, Executive Director, at the Reuter Center, North Carolina
Center for Creative Retirement (NCCCR), University of North Carolina, Asheville, research data
indicates there is a strong history of active theatre in the region around the community. During
the 1920's-30's Asheville was a regional hub for the performing arts. Theatre went through many
of the same kinds of transitions that other communities went through when motion pictures
changed audience participation in live theatre, and subsequent suburban development of
shopping malls moved the audience away from downtown. However, the Asheville Community
Theatre, which was supported by Charlton Heston during the 1950s, remained strong and has
been celebrated in Asheville for over 50 years. Also, within a 30-minute drive, there is a Statesupported Regional Theatre called The Flatrock Playhouse. In Chapel Hill, where the outdoor
theatre was pioneered and duplicated, famous literary writer Thomas Wolf participated with
Frederick Cox there creating outdoor folk drama. Additionally, West of UNC, Asheville, there is
a long-running group in Cherokee, North Carolina called West Hills that is supported by UNC
Theatre programs. The Senior Theatre group, the Autumn Players Senior Theatre, is associated
with the Asheville Community Theatre and offers superb learning opportunities.
Retired Asheville native, professional Screen Actor Guild member, Kermit Brown, after
traveling and performing in theatre throughout the country, returned to UNC as an instructor and
continues to participate in the Flatrock Players and regional state productions in addition to the
formal acting classes he teaches.
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Nelsner Arnold. a senior female practitioner teaches storytelling and acting along with
many aspects of theatrical performing for the senior community. A storytelling special interest
group meets once a month to share stories and communicate about what it takes to tell their
stories. A mock storytelling class is also offered as part of the standard repertoire curriculum
within the UNC College for Seniors, Osher Lifelong Learning Institute (OLLI) Participants' data
support that Senior Theatre classes at UNC, due to the changing demographic of the senior
population, are always filled. These academic programs have spawned local participation in the
Southern Appalachian Regional Theatre in Mars Hill, North Carolina, and another senior group
created an experimental theatre, the Magnetic Field in Asheville. According to Frank, the baby
boomers at UNC have been well educated, have enough money to be comfortable in retirement,
and want to try new things. Many of the participants retired from Manhattan, love theatre, love
the symphony, and do a wide range of Renaissance Theatre including a summer Shakespeare
Festival and the Asheville Opera. Frank noted that many of their senior students may have been
in engineering or accounting all their lives and felt they had given up such things as art
appreciation, music, and theatre; the UNC programs offer them a rich opportunity to enjoy the
Fine Arts. The Asheville Opera does a summer training for performers along with Liza Minnet
classes for seniors. The Montford Players in Asheville named the outdoor theatre there in honor
of Hazel Robinson. She is a very active, eighty years of age, long-standing Ashville Senior
Theatre associate. Seniors at UNC are actively engaged, able to participate much longer, and
have created smaller venues. They flock to classes like this because they are hungry to feel more
well rounded as they age. I believe that it's not something we are educating them to do, but we
are providing them an opportunity to learn more in their retirement with different ways for them
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to mix in an intergenerational environment. One thing I can say about the Asheville community
is that it is a place that has become very tolerant of mixed cultures and ages. You're apt to see a
70-year-old working with a 20-year-old at the experimental theatre. Frank said that "The thing
the players said to me, the ones who are successful at aging and very self-aware, laughingly tell
me that '...we do Senior Theatre because we can't remember the lines anymore!' " A drum circle
happens every week in downtown Asheville where one can see grey-haired old hippies and old
accountants together with the young in communal music-making. He said," There is a longstanding tradition of folk music and there is a place called The Orange Peel that became
prominent nationally when the Smashing Pumpkins music group did their first tour there. The
Orange Peel has a wide variety of music and performance in which UNC OLLI students
participate in Waltz and Country Dance together."
Funding for the UNC programs is an ongoing challenge, but the sustainable success of
senior theatre programs at the Asheville Community Theatre, OLLI, and UNC has a historical
momentum due to the nature of play selection and seasonal awareness like their Christmas
Performances. However, the generation of North Carolina Baby Boomers’ funding continues to
struggle culturally due to a lack of diversity because of the many barriers to women's success,
along with racial and ethnic differences. According to Frank, there is not a huge middle class of
African Americans in the local over sixty-five age population. She stated, "We need to create a
sense of different perspectives within an equal playing ground through the arts. I think it is a
challenge for us right now, and we're doing many things to understand just what that means and
what it would look like."
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The OSHER Life Long Learning Institute (OLLI), formerly The North Carolina Center
for Creative Retirement (NCCCR), has its building on the University of North Carolina Campus.
(mywmcs-Web). Courses are being offered there with instructors teaching Shakespeare, James
Joyce, and many challenging intellectual programs to continue to learn how to integrate actors,
set designers, costumers, lighting, sound, and technical theatre in the senior community. Many of
the amenities geared for older adults require an advanced level of preparation and education for
them to be enjoyed. For example, Shakespeare creates an intergenerational opportunity, but it
might not be for everybody. Participants agree that, according to Frank, "...If you haven't been
there (Shakespeare in the Park), getting there, just crossing the threshold, is not always easy, and
if you haven't been invited to that table all of your life, it's really hard to come in at dessert." The
UNC Autumn Players venue of performances occur on the UNC Asheville campus as well as at
the Asheville Community Theatre downtown Asheville, North Carolina. (Interview, 2013).
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CHAPTER 6
MONTGOMERY COUNTY MARYLAND SENIOR THEATRE
The Montgomery County Senior Theatre is located in Chevy Chase, Maryland, and
serves the entire Seniors Theatre Washington, DC metropolitan area. Since 1998, their program
has been dedicated to bringing a wide range of high-quality theatrical experiences to senior
citizens. Their philosophy incorporates the belief that "theatre is a source of energy and joy, and
teaches an understanding of the world we inhabit." (Web) They also believe that "watching,
reading, or talking about plays is a wonderful experience." And, "they claim to be a professional
company "which uses gifted playwrights and exciting actors to engage the audience without
glamour and glitz." They do have their own performing space, but all of their productions are
designed to be simple and mobile. Most of their sets require only a table and a chair to
accommodate limited smaller venue spaces. The Seniors Theatre offers a playlist that includes
nearly 100 plays and they love reading and improv, discussing conflicts, themes, author's
techniques, and whatever sparks the interest of the group. They also offer highly participatory
play reading programs including John Philip Sousa: The Man And His Music, Julia says: Bon
Appetit!, Margaret Sanger: Our Fight, Mark Twain: An American Story, A Life of My Own:
Meeting Eleanor Roosevelt, and The Greatest Ever: Babe Didrikson Zaharias' Story. They are
currently developing several new plays and one-man shows about Fred (Mister) Rogers, Lucille
Ball, Martin Luther King, Jr., and Orson Welles. (Interview, 2013).
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CHAPTER 7
STAGEBRIDGE
THE PROFESSIONAL SENIOR ADULT THEATRE PROGRAM
"Founded in 1978 by Dr. Stuart Kandell, based in Oakland, California, the StageBridge
Company is America's most acclaimed and innovative senior adult theatre company. It is the
leading creator of senior storytelling and theatre programs reaching multigenerational audiences
through instruction and performance. Managed by a small professional staff, the company is
composed of nearly 200 teaching artists and elder students, who average 70 years of age.
StageBridge has pioneered ways of giving older adults a creative voice in a culture that denies
aging and makes older people socially invisible. The work of StageBridge is to help shift
American attitudes towards aging away from the traditional image of inevitable decline to a more
accurate and aspirational model of continuous growth, lifelong learning, and creative
expansion." (StageBridge-Web).
StageBridge is the only theatre company of its kind offering performance, training,
healthy aging programs for seniors, service providers, and intergenerational school programs
through their StoryBridge Speaking and Listening Program. Featured in the news and around the
country, StageBridge has been profiled on ABC-TV, CNN, National Public Radio, The
Washington Post, Modern Maturity, Oakland Magazine, Storytelling Magazine, and "numerous
other broadcast and print media, and at many national and international conferences."(IBID).
StageBridge states in their history and background information that "Our profile as a leader in
the field of healthy aging continues to grow, positioning us as a resource for numerous other
companies and communities. In response to the growing demand for quality participatory arts
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programming for the senior demographic, StageBridge is beginning to replicate its awardwinning work with exploratory programs in Hollywood, Santa Cruz, and Humboldt
County." (StageBridge-Web).
Micael Goorjian is a prime example of how StageBridge theatre programs bridge the
intergenerational gap and keep theatre alive. In a 2013 interview, Kandell mentioned that in 1986
StageBridge was doing a play at Oakland's Claremont Junior High School near the StageBridge
center and that there was a young kid there who was inspired by StageBridge. He was bitten by
the bug and then began studying theatre at Bishop O'Dowd High School. Following his dream,
the young man mentored with the StageBridge players, and then got all the leading parts in high
school, and then went on to professional success in Hollywood. That young man, Michael A.
Goorjian, in a short time, won an Emmy Award for Best Supporting Actor in a television movie
David's Mother with Kirstie Alley. He is well known for his role as Justin, Neve Campbell's love
interest on the Golden Globe-winning series Party of Five (1994-2000). Goorjian went on to
study at the UCLA School of Theatre, Film, and Television and is now a successful Director,
Writer, and Producer. He starred in the film Chaplin with Robert Downey Jr. (1992), and the
Oscar-nominated Leaving Las Vegas (1995). Michael achieved widespread recognition for his
first independent film, Illusion (2008), a film he wrote, directed and starred in alongside senior
Hollywood-legend Kirk Douglas. Soon after Illusion, Goorjian began to produce and direct You
Can Heal Your Life, starring internationally best-selling authors and teachers, Louise L. Hay and
Dr. Wayne Dyer, along with Michael Deluise and Portia DeRossi. His work called Tales of
Everyday Magic, explores meaningful philosophical ideas through intimate and intense,
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character-driven stories. Goorjian’s work is a perfect example of how the StageBridge family
programs promote and keep intergenerational entertainment alive. (Goorjian-Web).
Kandell was asked what motivated him to get started working with seniors to develop
the senior theatre programs that resulted in the evolution of StageBridge Theatre? He said that he
had been working with a woman in England, Dorothy Heathcote, who was world-renowned for
her work in the ethos of drama in education, mostly in the drama for learning and education with
children, which had been Kandell’s background in creative dramatics. It was a year-long course
he had taken. The last weekend of the course the class mostly worked with children, and a few
adults. The final assignment was to sit with two older children, a brother and a sister who were in
their seventies, listen to their stories, their oral history, and then to create some drama projects
that they could teach in the schools. Kandell said that “I had never done that before and a light
bulb went off in my head." He said that it was an incredibly valuable experience. Kandell then
went back to the Bay Area and got one of the SITA government jobs working for a community
arts organization that worked with many disenfranchised in a group doing drama. Subsequently,
he went to work for a senior center in Oakland and was doing some improvised classes with five
women who were in their seventies who had probably never done drama before; except maybe in
grade school, and that all but one hadn't gone to college. At the end of about nine months, they
were asked to do some skits for the Christmas program. The women got up on stage and they did
their little skits, which Kandell said he felt completely embarrassed by, but in the end, they heard
the sound of applause. "That was it! They were off! They were down the road!" The women were
saying, "look the bus is going down the road and if you want to get on, fine, in any case, we're
going there!" Kandell said that he guessed that those women heard a sound they had never heard
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in their lifetime. "The sound of applause from an appreciative audience; it is seminal to the work
that I've been doing for thirty-five years, particularly for older adults, because as we grow older,
this is the key to this work, and I'm now sixty-four." He went on to state that as we grow older
we lose family, friends, work and the audience shrinks for most people. Then, the opportunities
in everyday life, to share our innate sense of telling stories of ourselves with someone else,
become less and less. The power of theatre to enable people to share their stories, to share their
talent, and to feel like they've got a story to tell is the most powerful work that Kandell said he
can imagine: "I know that's what drives people to come to StageBridge; particularly those who
haven't done a lot of performing in grammar school, high school, or even college; which is the
majority of people." The "professionals" need too much ego-stroking, they come into a
classroom and they immediately see that everything is pretty much an ensemble and that it is not
their egos that matter, and they turn around and leave. StageBridge gets mostly people who are
beginners. Consequently, after the initial experience with the five women, they created a play for
senior audiences called The Boarding House, based on a story that was happening to Kandell’s
mother who was moving at the time to be closer to her kids from the family home in Ohio to an
apartment in Florida. Kandell got that similar difficult experiences were happening to a lot of
older people who were having to move into apartments and retirement centers. The play was
performed at many senior centers. What they found was that the people in the audience were
crying because they saw their peers on stage enacting something very true to their hearts. Next,
they did a play called Was Their Life Before Television, "which today might be called Was Their
Life Before Ipads." Stories based on the lives of people growing up before TV. They then
performed the play at schools and the grade school kids were looking at people on the stage who
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were their great-grandparents age who were doing things that their grandparents or greatgrandparents never did, which was being active, creative, vibrant, funny, and energetic. In
discussions afterward, there was an immediate rapport between the kids and the older people.
They discovered that they had an audience in the schools as well. Kandell said that "you can
flash forward thirty-five years, and that's what we do today." (Interview, 2013).
Today StageBridge offers professionally taught classes for seniors as well as storytelling
and theatre programs in Bay Area public schools. They bring high-quality entertainment and
hands-on classes to community venues that serve both active and frail elders. StageBridge
creates and produces theatrical works for the general public that showcase the rich and many
varied experiences of older adults to a multigenerational audience. (StageBridge-Web).
In the Fall of 2011, StageBridge Los Angeles, Home of the Performing Arts Training
Institute, under the auspices of Bruce Bierman, Artistic Director, Mark Salyer, Director, Kay
Cole, Choreographer and James Lent, Yale Ph.D., Pianist, was established as the first branch of
the award-winning Oakland based institution to continue the work of the nation's premier senior
theatre company by creating innovative theatre programming and outreach programs that
empower seniors from diverse backgrounds to engage in meaningful creative ways and to
connect with younger generations through the performing arts. (StageBridge-Web).
Expansion, innovation, intergenerational interaction, interactive school systems, life
stories, engaging children, the realistic guide, and purpose of senior theatre are just a few of the
recent developments accomplished by the second decade of the Twenty-First Century
StageBridge performing arts programs. StageBridge has replicated its innovative program to
empower seniors in the South Bay/ Monterey area through their many training and outreach
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programs under the guidance of retired Broadway and Off-Broadway Producing Director, Lynn
Knudsen. Knudsen is leading the development of a Theatre Guild for Cabrillo Stage and is a
major force behind the launching of StageBridge-Santa Cruz. (StageBridge-Web).
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CHAPTER 8
SENIOR THEATRE IN ACADEMIA
The academic community was awakened early to the coming exponential growth within
the aging population through many developments in geriatric social programs but got off to a
slow start within the academic theatre community. In the early 1990's several universities,
UNLV among them began to address the need to create aging specific theatrical curriculum and
expanded their life long learning departments. According to a Las Vegas Sun article, October 16,
2002, UNLV was the first school in the nation to offer a Bachelor of Arts degree in Senior Adult
Theatre under the guidance and direction of co-founder Ann McDonough, Ph.D. The Senior
Theatre program was founded in 1990 by Dr. Jeff Koep and McDonough, it became an almost
instant success. "I like to think that through senior adult theatre we are changing the image of
older adults -- that aging is a developmental phase and not necessarily a degenerative one," said
McDonough, who was also director of UNLV's gerontology program. Douglas Hill, who was the
assistant director of UNLV's Senior Adult Theatre Program, likened the growing popularity of
senior adult theatre to the emergence of the children's theatre movement in the 1960s. "We are on
the cutting edge of this new theatre area," Hill said. "It's been happening in pockets around
America for the last century. But was isolated." Now, he said, "We're living longer. We're healthy.
The Baby Boomers are turning 65. there's going to be a whole wash of people with time on their
hands where they finally get to play. They come out of the woodwork and say, "Ya know, I did
what everyone else told me to do. Now I want to do what I want to do." (Web 2013). Some of
those senior students never had the chance to be on stage while others had been doing theatre all
their lives. According to Hill, in the same Las Vegas Sun article, some students took classes for
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self-fulfillment, while others "go on to do great things" in theatre. He said, "They've gone on to
do several movies, Oceans 11, Casino, and Rat Race. One person said he/she had to drop the
next class because of being "too busy working in the field." Those in the industry say that
including seniors in theatre not only gives seniors a voice but provides younger audiences the
opportunity to look into the lives of older generations. McDonough stated that "We mainstream,
we encourage our senior theatre students to participate in mixed-aged classes." (Web). Bonnie
Vorenberg of Art Age Publications also stated that Senior Theatre audiences appreciate the
productions because there are so few options for older people. "The more we understand seniors,
the more we understand our own lives." Vorenberg said, "Seniors become role models of
admiration." (Web). Finally, the article concluded, "With seniors,” McDonough said, "The goals
are the same but the methods are different...they can't always hear themselves in terms of
projecting and they have to focus more on memory.' But, she added, "They have this rich
experience to draw from. they can translate that into their acting." (Del Valle).
Bonnie Vorenberg has worked since 1978 to create productions with and for seniors at
Art Age Publications. As founder and director of Arts for Elders, an arts academy for seniors and
the Oregon Senior Theatre, she created an award-winning group that began receiving grants from
the National Endowment for the Arts, and she is now President of ArtAge Publications. She has
authored many books, is a nationally syndicated columnist, and like McDonough, has authored
anthologies of oral scripts and plays for mature actors, and she has created an award-winning
compilation of resources for senior theatre performing groups. Her website, organization, and
interactive workshops have empowered many Senior Theatre participants by providing
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suggestions, expertise, and connections while encouraging older actors; she keynotes teaches and
addresses audiences at conferences around the nation.
According to a newsletter article by Vorenberg, in the November/December 2011 AACT
Spotlight, The New Senior Theatre Survey: A Reflection of What's Happening in Community
Theatres, she surveyed 800+ Senior Theatre companies in her database with an 18% response by
142 companies. Vorenberg stated that "the survey statistics reflected that 72% of the companies
have been in existence between 1-12 years. They mainly operate as not-for-profit organizations
in the current economic atmosphere where grant funding is so competitive, and many new
companies are being formed as for-profits." (Seniortheatre-Web). Her survey also indicates that
"Senior Theatres are largely amateur groups, a few professional groups where participants
usually live in the local area and participate in classes and performances." (IBID). Interestingly,
Vorenberg also states in her article “that most programs attract 11-20 actors who stay with the
group from 1-3 years...short stays mean that groups must market continually to get fresh talent.”
Social media has cut the cost of marketing and according to Vorenberg’s article: "When
companies employ staff, 82% pay their director and 22% pay their music director." In
comparison, most companies have a director who leads both the artistic and organizational
elements of the company. Dale Parry, MA graduate, Equity actor, and director indicated that in
his experience directors can be challenged by senior adult actors as they have often had to
struggle with difficulty moving on stage, memorizing lines, remembering blocking, and staying
in focus. Directors also have to adapt to rehearsal absentees, use a slower rehearsal pace, large
print scripts, and be conscious of the need to schedule rehearsal breaks.
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At a rehearsal at the Autumn Players community theatre, Vorenberg noted how senior
actors bond with "everyone in the theatre from the youngest to the oldest." She watched them
laugh, hug, and work with a sense of warmth to create art that was moving and inspiring. She
also said that "It reminded me of a recent conversation I had with a director. The director said, ‘I
don't know why we loved it so, maybe it was the cast, maybe it was the script or the
audience...?’ I stopped her almost in mid-sentence to say, "It's because the magic of theatre works
at any age!'" (Art Age, Web)
The early styles of American theatre have all but disappeared from the American
theatrical landscape. Broadway productions have become elaborate and expensive causing
theatre ticket prices to soar. Yet, millions of theatergoers make their way into Broadway theatre
houses. Meanwhile, the theatre continues to serve as a platform for creative expression. Theatre
is a popular venue to explore identity among the minority communities; the under-represented
who have formed their own companies creating their genres of works. The importance of the
theatrical art form in society is clearly stated by Terrence McNally. In an address to the members
of the League of American Theaters and Producers, he remarked, "I think theatre teaches us who
we are, what our society is, where we are going. I don't think theatre can solve the problems of
our society, nor should it be expected to...Plays don't do that. People do. [But plays can] provide
a forum for ideas and feelings that can lead a society to decide to heal and change
itself." (Frontain 261-78)
The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) indicates that the
population of "Millennial Children" (The Millennials: born 1981-2001), for the first time, now
outnumber the population of "Baby Boomers." Accordingly, the contemporary theatre now holds
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a key to the fulfillment of the unique senior theatre paradigm. The torch is passed, and the
responsibility of sharing the stories of "Back-In-The-Day" takes on new meaning; It is our
American theatre! New Genres of Theatre will emerge. Storytelling can and will help to bridge
the multigenerational theatrical communication gap in the Twenty-First Century.
"The StageBridge, StoryBridge StoryTelling format is an award-winning model for
professional educational curriculum and instruction in the 21st Century. Academia can employ
the accomplishments of the American Theatre, ATA, the Liz Lerman Dance Exchange, Ohio
State University Senior Adult Theatre, University of North Carolina, NCCR, Montgomery
County Maryland Senior Theatre, the StoryBridge Storytelling formats, and much more. Perhaps
UNLV will seize the opportunity to once again provide the diverse curriculum of senior adult
theatre in fine arts pedagogy and by example return to the academic forefront of Top Tier senior
adult theatre instruction."
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CONCLUSION
IMPACT OF INTERGENERATIONAL PROGRAMS
A June 2018 article in the Academic Journal the Theatre Times stated that “The
Conversation, a centuries-old Japanese storytelling tradition is being revived for modern
audiences. It is called Kamishibai from kami, meaning paper and shibai, meaning play or theatre.
The ancient Japanese storytelling tool is being used by librarians, nursing-homes, and schools in
several countries around the world.” Doctors Without Borders adopted it in 2011 as part of its
AIDS campaign: “Befriend Malik.” Recently French schools promoting multilingualism entered
its first international Plurilingual Kamishibai Competition. (The Theatre Times-Web).
According to the Academic Journal, the street style storytelling is reminiscent of two
Japanese traditions: etoki, the art of picture storytelling, and benshi, the silent film narrators of
the 1900s. Storytellers engaged their young audience, eliciting reactions and answers from the
children. Once everyone was settled the kamishbai man would start telling a story pulling each of
his numbered storyboards from the side and sliding it at the back of the stack, one after the other.
On the front of the boards were illustrations for the audience to enjoy, whereas on the back of the
previous storyboard was the corresponding passage, which the storyteller would read aloud. To
ensure selling his sweets, the kamishibai man stopped at a cliff-hanger point. The children, eager
to know the end of the story, would come back and buy more sweets. The storyboards introduced
audiences to folktales from Japan. (Journal qtd. openpress.Alaska.edu-Web). European audiences
focus on tales from closer to home. Kamishibai is an extremely versatile and entertaining tool for
learning or revising drama and visual art. Kamishibai performances and workshops are popular
in France, Belgium, Italy, Spain, Germany, South America, and the US. (Kamishibai-Web 2019).
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According to a study of Participatory Arts for Older Adults, A Review of Benefits and

Challenges, by Murayama, Kasabe, et al: The impact of Intergenerational programs on social
capital in Japan indicates that the ongoing intergenerational programs between older citizens and
children can enforce neighborhood trust, thus strengthening a community’s intergenerational ties.
The REPRINTS program has been developed through cooperation with local populations, senior
volunteers, and teachers from the community. Its collaborative nature ensures longevity and
continuous growth in a community. It is challenging to create long-term intergenerational
programs that take root in communities, making persistence and collaboration a crucial factor in
fruitful intergenerational relationships. Overall, ongoing intergenerational program
implementation associates with building social capital, thereby strengthening potential
intergenerational ties and promotes mutual support among residents which will reduce or prevent
social isolation among the older citizens. (International Journal of School and Cognitive
Psycholog-Web).


New Stanford research shows that aging adults play critical roles in the lives of young

people, especially the most vulnerable society. Older people offer resources that children need.
When older adults contribute to the well-being of youth, it cultivates a sense of purpose and
extends benefits both ways. (Stanford Medical Express-Web).


Laura Carstensen, a Stanford psychology professor who led the report and is the director

of the Stanford Center for Longevity, said, “Contrary to widespread beliefs that older populations
consume resources that would otherwise go to youth, there is growing reason to think that older
people may be just the resource children need.” Her prior research found that as people age, their
brains actually do improve in many ways, including in complex problem-solving and emotional
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skills. “It is a huge loss for society not to offer such counsel and experience to others, especially
young people,” she said. (Parker-Stanford News-Web).


The aging population has “distinctive qualities to meet the needs of youth,” she and her

co-authors wrote. “Older adults are exceptionally suited to meet these needs in part because they
welcome meaningful, productive activity and engagement. They seek-and need-purpose in their
lives.” As for older adults, the report pointed out, they benefit as well, experiencing emotional
satisfaction in relationships with young people. (Parker-Stanford News-Web).
“A large proportion of youth lack the resources needed for success, their educational
pathways and well-being impeded by poverty, perpetuating an even deeper gulf between those
who succeed in life and those who struggle,” the report stated. The opportunity exists for older
adults to fill these mentoring roles, Carstensen said. Children now in grade school will grow up
in societies filled with old people. “Most children – not just a lucky few – will grow up in
families in which four or five generations are alive at the same time,” she said. Young adults
require emotional skills to succeed in life, Carstensen said. These are the attitudes, behaviors,
and strategies required to operate as a productive adult in an increasingly complex and technical
world. And they are the types of skills and experiences that older adults have in abundance due to
their life experiences. (IBID).
“These skills, such as critical thinking, problem-solving and social interaction, influence
social connections, and sense of purpose. They are key to success in school and work, and they
enable people to contribute meaningfully to society,” the report noted.
Parents matter, of course, but the research shows that significant benefits exist for
children who have an older adult mentor in addition to their parents, Carstensen said.
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“Age-related increases in wisdom, life experiences, and emotional stability are well-documented,
as is a drive to give to others in a meaningful way,” she said. Carstensen and her colleagues call
for a national movement that encourages “intergenerational engagement” between the young and
old alike. She acknowledged the challenge of such an undertaking, as it requires a change in the
way people and society view young-old interactions and relationships. The study originated in
the 2014 “Pass it On” conference at Stanford, which explored the need to mobilize older adults
across the country to help guide at-risk children into adulthood. (IBID).


One way to achieve mutual benefits to improve chances for success in life for seniors and

youth is through the development of the intergenerational storytelling model as provided by
StageBridge’s StoryBridge Story-Telling Program. College and university studies included in
this Senior Adult Theatre thesis add substance to the many components of theatre and dance
available to add to the cultural wealth of Senior Theatre curriculum and instruction.


Intergenerational theatre programs should be revived at UNLV and thus reestablish the

UNLV Theatre Department as a leading Tier-One senior adult theatre program throughout the US
and The World once again.
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“To be or not to be---that is the question
Whether ‘tis nobler in the mind to suffer
The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune
Or to take arms against a sea of troubles,
And by opposing end them....”

Hamlet, Act 111, Scene 1- Shakespeare
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